
WEAPONS

The distance and isolation of the Draco galaxy from the core-worlds in the Milky Way are part of the reason that people with the wont to arm
themselves tend to end up with different weapons to most. The extra weapons listed below also include some of the most recent innovations in
weapons design from the core worlds but should be noted that along with the huge price tag of some, there comes an awesome amount of power
and thus the potential to disrupt game balance. If you are BM and you want to give your PC’s one of the top line weapons listed herein; think about it
very carefully!

ARCHAIC POWDER

PISTOLS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 MAX MN SS ROF Q DAM ENC COST
Gatzmeyer TT-475 96 73 70 68 35 -05 160 99 99 1 9+1 4-10 4 990
IMI .50 AE 94 88 76 68 60 22 -15 600 98 100 1 8+1 4-18 6 7000
Anaconda HMP 72 55 46 25 -10 -25 340 100 100 6 48 4-10 6 7880
Pounder Mk-1 86 60 35 18 02 -25 200 99 99 3 35 4-10 7 8000
Pounder Mk-2 90 75 65 30 15 -10 200 100 99 6 35 4-10 6 8500
Calico 950 65 60 55 47 40 05 -10 305 98 95 15 50 1-6 6 11,000
SUB MACHINE GUNS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 MAX MN SS ROF Q DAM ENC COST
Krait 86 80 62 48 24 08 110 99 100 9 40+1 1-6 4 1540
AKR 96 76 40 38 08 120 100 99 10 30 2-8 6 4500
Steyr TMP-9 96 80 65 54 12 300 99 100 8 32 1-6 5 5000
Ares FMG 95 87 79 46 18 -05 -25 320 98 99 10 32+1 1-6 6/3 5900
Kriss SMG 108 95 82 70 41 15 -8 350 98 99 8 30 2-7 8 8000
Anaconda SMG 92 78 60 45 15 02 -05 370 100 100 6 50 4-10 8 8800
Buzzsaw 78 50 44 12 -05 100 99 99 20 180 1-6 7 17,000
RIFLES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 MAX MN SS ROF Q DAM ENC COST
AIWS 99 84 74 66 54 20 14 700 99 100 9 60 4-11 10 11,900
AAD-X Carbine 85 65 46 22 09 -07 270 99 100 18 95 2-8 11 17,000
Gatzmeyer Blazer 92 76 58 18 06 -07 250 99 85 50/3 100 2-8 11 100,000
SNIPER RIFLES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 MAX MN SS ROF Q DAM ENC COST
VSS Vintorez 101 93 78 63 41 12 -5 650 99 99 3 10 3-10 12 7000
Druganov SVD 108 101 96 80 45 20 10 -19 950 100 99 1 10 4-16 14 7,500
XM-107 Windrunner 104 100 95 80 48 35 18 02 1800 100 100 1/2 5+1 4-24 18 8,000
Polyoss W-378 115 100 95 90 60 35 20 -05 1100 100 95 1 10+1 3-18 9 12,000
Polyoss W-460 115 101 98 96 72 50 36 05 1600 100 95 1 10+1 4-22 11 20,000
Gepard M6 Destroyer 102 98 92 86 68 58 35 08 2500 98 99 1 5+1 5-30 38 25,000
SHOTGUNS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 MAX MN SS ROF Q DAM ENC COST
USAS-12 95 88 65 20 05 130 98 99 4 12 2-12 16 7,400
[slug] 90 75 30 10 -15 -26 250 3-9
Ithaca Mag-10 2AS 99 82 64 40 22 -30 200 99 99 4 15 5-20 16 15,000
[slug] 92 88 75 48 26 -10 -35 305 5-15
Gateway 3-10 Auto 99 84 65 42 28 -25 200 100 100 9 50 5-20 18 20,000
[slug] 96 86 79 50 25 -08 -36 305 5-15
MACHINEGUNS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 MAX MN SS ROF Q DAM ENC COST
KPV 92 88 86 75 68 43 25 09 2500 99 100 5 50 5-30 180 48,000
BRG-15 99 90 88 75 69 45 26 11 3000 100 100 8 50 5-32 80 50,000
Giat 25mm 85 75 70 60 45 30 10 -05 2500 98 90 6 50 5-30 30 75,000
GAU-19 90 85 80 75 30 25 00 -10 2000 97 95 20 500 4-24 45 100,000
XM-172 Ripsaw 80 65 55 35 25 10 -05 -20 2000 99 100 40 500 4-24 56 150,000
CHAINGUNS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 MAX MN SS ROF Q DAM ENC COST
Viper 25mm 108 98 88 65 35 20 11 -19 2500 99 99 25 500 5-30 130 275,000
Chain-Rex 30mm Nitro 118 105 86 72 60 50 10 -28 1000 96 100 35 500 6-36 160 500,000



AMMUNITIONS FOR ARCHAIC POWDER WEAPONS

TYPE COST/50 ENC/50 NOTES
Gatzmeyer .475 custom 26 2
7.62*54R 40 3
9x39mm 48 2
9x39mm SP3 75 2 THR: +1, Damage: +2, extra-quiet
9x39mm API 190 2 THR: -1, Damage: +1, AI damage: +1
378 Weatherby 60 4
460 Weatherby 80 5
14.5*114mm 200 13
14.5*114mm Incendiary 1,400 13 THR: –1, Damage: +1, AI damage: +1
14.5*114mm HVAP 600 13 THR: –3
10ga. Flechette 25 4 THR: –2, Damage: –2, AI damage: -2
15*115mm 220 13
15*115mm API 1,500 13 THR: –1, Damage: +1
15*115mm API-T 1,600 13 THR: –1, Damage: +1, +5% walking-in-fire
15*115mm HEAP 2,200 13 THR: –2, Damage: +3
15*115mm HEAP-T 2,300 13 THR: –2, Damage: +3, +5% walking-in-fire
25mm Giat 200 12 AI damage: 6
25mm Giat DP 350 12 THR: –3, damage: 5-30, AI damage: 6
25mm Giat HE 300 12 Damage: 7-32, AI damage: 6
.445 Super Magnum 30 2
.445 Super Magnum Incendiary 210 2 THR: –1, Damage: +1
.50 Action-Express 75 2
5*54mm caseless 33 2 AI damage: 1

M2 Browning and KPV round comparison (12.7 x 99mm top, 14.5 x 114mm bottom)

BEAM WEAPONS

LASER PISTOLS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 MAX MN SS ROF Q DAM ENC COST
NB-05 96 66 43 19 30 100 92 2 50 2-7 2 2000
Gatzmeyer BB-93 72 58 45 44 43 40 10 700 96 97 6 65 3-8 3 17,250
GP-59 70 60 50 40 10 -05 300 100 95 1 20 2-12 5 25,000
Polyoss VT 92 75 65 36 10 05 -12 600 99 88 1 16 5-12 5 40,000
GP-94 75 62 50 25 05 -10 -20 -20 720 100 95 1 20 3-18 5 45,000
GP-86 80 72 58 45 20 00 300 100 95 1 20 4-24 5 75,000
GP-13 99 87 78 59 45 27 15 06 900 100 95 1 20 4-24 5 100,000
BEAM RIFLES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 MAX MN SS ROF Q DAM ENC COST
Iconoclast 95 56 20 -05 50 99 85 1 10 4-16 8 170,000
Kachiman 5000 96 85 70 40 31 07 200 90 94 6 50 2-12 9 200,000
Mirage Rapier 98 94 89 76 55 43 30 10 1100 98 98 4 150 5-12 12 300,000
Tandem PR-150 85 78 55 34 15 03 -08 500 97 95 5 150 3-24 10 450,000
Mirage Broadsword 99 96 90 88 82 65 40 20 1600 99 98 2 100 6-16 13 475,000
Polyoss 9-X 97 96 58 36 25 09 300 97 100 6 100 4-18 9 500,000
Mirage Lance 99 99 98 90 88 47 45 32 2100 99 98 3 100 6-26 8 1.1M
IMPACT LASERS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 MAX MN SS ROF Q DAM ENC COST
Kachiman RMZ 103 91 76 36 12 -20 250 99 99 3 100 3-18 9 2.5M
Mirage XR-17 Stoat 104 100 96 90 84 70 35 00 1200 98 95 6 90 5-20 7 2.7M
Kachiman RMZ-88 107 100 90 80 60 31 20 -12 1500 99 99 5 100 6-36 11 3.0M
Mirage XR-11 Badger 102 96 90 84 72 60 48 36 3600 99 98 3 90 6-36 15 3.2M
Tandem B.I.G. pistol 99 90 86 77 65 40 -05 -05 750 100 98 1 35 4-40 8 3.7M
MACHINE GUN LASERS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 MAX MN SS ROF Q DAM ENC COST
Mirage NCX 97 94 88 80 72 60 40 21 2600 97 92 8 500 6-36 48 2.75M
GP-89C 60 60 60 60 60 60 -05 -05 1755 100 99 16 500 4-16 57 3.7M



PULSE WEAPONS

STATIC PISTOLS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 MAX MN SS ROF Q DAM ENC COST
Ramcor Blitzer 92 80 40 05 50 96 90 3 30 3-18 8 75,000
F-21 Nighthawk 78 60 45 12 00 -04 -18 660 100 100 1 35 7-42 6 535,000
Trigon Pistol 85 78 67 43 34 00 -04 670 98 90 1 20 8-48 9 4.8M
PULSE CANNONS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 MAX MN SS ROF Q DAM ENC COST
Corsair Plasma Assault Rifle 75 66 49 35 12 00 -05 400 99 99 6 200 6-36 18 3.6M
Kachiman NTR 90 80 60 42 18 05 -20 250 98 95 4 50 5-40 26 3.9M
Aardvark Carbine 88 68 45 35 30 23 02 -15 1150 99 97 8 150 7-42 20 5.0M
PL-64 85 78 65 60 30 15 05 320 97 95 1 100 14-140 16 6.0M
Trigon SMG 85 78 67 43 34 00 -04 670 98 90 10 80 8-48 12 8.0M
PL-49 95 82 59 38 20 10 00 -10 1575 97 95 1 25 24-240 36 12.4M

OMEGA WEAPONS

TYPE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 MAX MN SS ROF Q DAM ENC COST
Skull Buster 90 75 45 38 30 08 -15 500 100 97 2 40 5-30 32 750,000
Deathcom 45 HI 75 65 36 20 11 05 300 94 96 1 7 4-40 5 1.0M
Trigon Namari 85 68 45 36 15 -10 200 98 90 8 100 6-36 31 4.0M
TAVAC 60 40 35 30 30 25 -05 -10 1500 97 98 4 50 40-320 35 12.0M
Trigon Assault 70 58 43 36 22 18 -07 -15 1150 98 90 4 35 40-400 36 14.5M

FLAMETHROWERS

TYPE 1 2 3 4 5 6 DUR MAX MN SS ROF Q DAM ENC COST
BA-903 Flame Rifle 105 80 30 05 20 30 95 90 1 20 3-18 7 3000

ROCKET LAUNCHERS

TYPE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 MAX MN SS ROF Q DAM ENC COST
Gatzmeyer RPG-70mm 76 55 35 15 05 00 -10 600 93 88 1 5 varies 26 13,500
Panzerfaust-3 83 66 60 57 35 15 -20 600 99 95 1/15 1 varies 18 15,000
M-202 A1 75 60 50 40 30 10 -05 600 95 95 1-2-4 4 varies 30 30,000

ANTI-TANK WEAPONS

TYPE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 MAX MN SS ROF Q DAM ENC COST
Paglafire Fire Ram 90 83 76 66 47 50 33 -05 3500 96 99 1/5 30 2-12HP 38 650,000
MGR-66 96 93 67 55 38 20 17 2000 96 97 3/30 9 6-16HP 55 900,000
ATR-40 125 110 95 80 70 40 15 3200 99 99 1 6 5-20HP 24 1.4M

DISRUPTORS

TYPE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 MAX MN SS ROF Q DAM ENC COST
Illumni 90 75 20 09 -20 60 99 90 1/2 50 6-36/4-24 8 80,000
Magnavox 88 28 11 05 -35 80 97 96 1/3 50 8-48/5-30 13 90,000
Peristalt 97 60 42 11 -08 110 98 94 1/4 40 7-42/3-18 21 98,000
Khinsu 96 72 45 22 -11 90 99 99 1/2 30 7-42/4-24 15 100,000

DISINTEGRATORS

TYPE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 MAX MN SS ROF Q DAM ENC COST
SNG Punch Gun 90 80 62 40 01 100 96 90 1 30 20-120 19 400,000
Body Hammer 96 78 45 12 40 95 98 1 10 40-400 14 3.5M

GAUSS RIFLES
Gauss rifle aiming takes: 3sec/100m, up to 60 seconds maximum.

TYPE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 MAX MN SS ROF Q DAM ENC COST
Terrapin 89 75 56 42 32 22 -15 350 100 100 4 40 var 14 15,000
PMX-22 Storm Rifle 90 85 80 70 43 12 -05 600 99 99 3 50 var 12 22,000
Gulo 106 96 75 40 22 -15 280 98 98 6 80 var 9 110,000
SNG Bolthammer 122 116 87 43 28 -07 -18 500 99 98 2 150 var 18 290.000
SNG Spikedriver 102 100 98 90 50 45 15 11 2000 98 98 1 50 var 16 295,000
Rhinor 100 95 85 70 55 30 12 -05 1800 96 98 1 30 var 18 280,000
Steel Lace 98 95 95 90 75 60 30 05 1200 99 100 2 20 var 25 600,000
Fer-de-lance 99 95 93 90 88 70 60 35 4500 99 100 2 30 var 22 2.0M

GAUSS RIFLE MUNITIONS (Additional)

TYPE COST/10 NOTES
HEAP 1500 THR: –2, Damage: 3-18, AI damage: 3
Flechette-darts 3000 THR: -1, Damage: 3-18, AI damage: 3
SLAP 100 Damage: 2-12



GRENADES

TYPE Frag.
DMG

Conc.
DMG

COST Notes

AGC Acid Grenade 2-12 1-4 3500 Also damages Threshold by 1-4
Black Frag 2-9 4-10 250
Black Frag Mk. 2 2-10 4-11 330
C-19 Fragmentation 3-10 1-6 20 9 fragments
CMX 19J 1-6 2-9 6
CMX 19K 1-8 3-12 40
CMX 23 Cannister 2-8 2-12 250 12 fragments, throw 1/4 strength in metres
C-73 Concussion 1-2 3-18 80
CX 41 1-6 2-12 25
CX 41A3 2-7 3-12 125
Mini plasma 2-12 2-12 1000
Enhanced plasma 2-20 3-30 2000 Throw 1/3 strength in metres
GalPol 'Baby Bomb' 4-24 2-20 750 Throw 1/4 strength in metres
M409 Super Frag 3-10 1-8 30 10 fragments
Micro-fission 3-18 1-10 160 Incendiary effect will burn most non-metals, THR: -2
RDX-275 2-9 2-8 60
RDX-286 3-10 2-8 95
RG-72 1-6 1-8 4
RG-82 1-8 1-10 8
RG-92 1-10 1-12 10
Super Concentrate Mk.1 2-7 1-10 7 Throw 1/3 strength in metres
Super Concentrate Mk.2 3-10 2-12 165 Throw 1/3 strength in metres
Super Concentrate Mk.3 3-12 3-18 275 Throw 1/3 strength in metres

ARCHAIC POWDER WEAPONS

PISTOLS
Gatzmeyer TT-475:  Highly accurate Colt Anaconda variant with superior recoil suppression system that negates strength requirements to fire
safely. More expensive than the Colt Anaconda it still blows hole in cheap armour. Fires Gatzmeyer .475 custom ammo (26cr/50 rounds).

IMI .50 AE:  half-inch magnum beast gun. Heavy Desert Eagle pistol that fires the potent .50 Action-Express, a cartridge with 50% more power than
the famous .44 magnum. It is a huge gas operated autoloader that can affect heavy armour normally. Minimum strength is 50 to avoid the -10%
recoil penalty. Ammo costs 75cr per 50 rounds. Magazines are 10cr each.

IMI .50 AE

Anaconda HMP:  Heavy Machine Pistol of cerami-steel construction, high rate of fire with a potent round, ensures continued sales of this excellent
weapon. The .445 super magnum rounds cost 30cr for 50 and are also produced in incendiary variants by Baz Armaments.

Anaconda Heavy Machine Pistol



Pounder Mk-1:  .48 calibre machine pistol. Heavy polymer construction and strong recoil necessitate 60-strength to fire one handed. It is a good
side arm for tech-level 2-4 worlds.

Pounder Mk-2:  This improved and lightened version of the Mk-1 has a superior operation mechanism that increases the rate of fire, as well as
the accuracy. As with the Mk-1, the firer must have 60-strength to discharge the weapon one handed.

Calico 950:  Helical fed 9mm Parabellum machine pistol with incredible rate of fire. The magazine is top mounted and extends over the wrist of
the firer. This helps counterbalancing and makes reloading in the dark easier. There is a 100 shot helical magazine available for 50cr but it adds 2
to the encumbrance rating. Unfortunately the magazines are fragile and affect the system shock of the weapon. Don’t say you weren’t warned!

SUB MACHINE GUNS
Krait:  Sampson Arms manufacture this a composite construction 9mm SMG that spits the ammo out fast enough to empty its magazine in under 5
seconds. Good value against unarmoured or lightly armoured foes.

AKR:  This weapon is often referred to as an assault rifle although it is the size of an SMG. This has something to do with the similar construction
layout of the AKR with the vaunted AK-57. It has good operational statistics and fires the nasty 5.45mm tumbler round. A bullet that is designed to
rotate end over end in flight to create a ripping wound similar to a circular saw. The AKR has its ENC rating reduced to 4 when the stock is folded.
Cost for the 5.45mm tumbler is only 7cr for 50 rounds.

Steyr TMP-9:  Another polymer SMG. The designation TMP actually stands for tactical machine pistol although the foregrip betrays its construction
purpose as an SMG. Firing one handed gives a penalty of -10 to accuracy. High rate of fire combined with the superb Austrian weapons design
makes an excellent close support weapon. If ordered 2-weeks in advance the polymer can be cast in the colour desired from; black, olive-drab,
woodland camouflage, desert camouflage, urban grey, arctic camouflage  or evergreen.

Ares FMG:  Folding 9mm parabellum sub-machine gun. When folded it appears as a portable computer in the carrying position. Fires from closed
bolt for medium range accuracy. High rate of fire comes from the light-weight bolt component which makes the gun undependable. If the Ares FMG
is to be fitted with scope or silencer they must be removed before folding. This usually takes 1-4 minutes. Folding is simple, a catch is flipped near
the magazine well and the stock is then folded over the magazine. This allows the gun to be concealed with a full magazine in place. The second
encumbrance number is when the gun is folded down.

Kriss SMG: Developed in the early 21st century for close-quarter-battle and urban operations the Kriss achieved notoriety for its very low felt-recoil.
This was due to its 'super-V' mechanism which redirected part of the recoil force with a bolt that rolled downwards on a cam-rail. The initial model
was built chambered for the 45 ACP (45 Colt-auto) but it was so successul that they never developed a smaller calibre weapon. Early models did not
have the 30-round magazine but it was developed within a three years of production-release. The 30-round magazine will also fit 45 ACP Glock
pistols. When the stock is folded the ENC rating is reduced to 6.

Kriss SMG

Anaconda SMG:  The heavier full SMG version of the HMP packs a 50 round drum and recoil suppression for full auto fire. Originally issued as a
police sidearm on tech level  2-4 Alliance worlds  it  is  now a favoured criminal  weapon because of the 100 round drum option.  This gun is
chambered for the .445 super magnum round just like the Anaconda HMP. Encumbrance is increased by 2 when the loaded 100 round drum is
fitted. Empty 50 round drums are 9cr each while 100 round drums are 15cr each.

Buzzsaw:  Ten barrelled SMG of poly-ceramic-alloy construction sports a 180 round saddle drum. Reloading with a fresh drum takes 2-8 seconds
because of its complex mounting and awkward shape. Very fast rate of fire can see the Buzzsaw emptied in 9 seconds. Empty drums cost 65cr and
are loaded with 9mm parabellum rounds.



RIFLES
AIWS:  Advanced Infantry Weapon System was fielded in the early 1990’s as a replacement for the M-16A2. It lost out to the M-16A3 and has been
rediscovered by arms manufacturer Baz Armaments. Now produced under license to HAS in the thousands per month figure, the AIWS is being
picked up by tech level 3-4 worlds. Fires the 5x54mm caseless round which costs 33cr per 50 rounds.

AAD-X Carbine:  Ceramic, alloy and polymer construction automatic carbine. Each magazine packs 95 rounds of 5.56mm and has an electrical
system that transfers the remaining amount of ammo in the magazine to a digital readout on the receiver of the weapon. The AAD-X carbine can
easily mount a grenade launcher and is the preferred side arm of most tech level 3-4 installation security guards throughout Draco. 

Gatzmeyer Blazer:  Poly-alloy construction and a revolutionary firing mechanism (floating-breach) give the Blazer a rate of fire equal to the
fastest chainguns. The ability to empty its 100 rounds of 5.56mm in two seconds garnered negative feedback from some disappointed customers.
Gatzmeyer re-evaluated the Blazer and installed a three shot burst selector into the weapon with minimal redesigning.  The top rear mounted helical
feed magazine of the Blazer gives it a similar profile to the Calico 950-A6.

SNIPER RIFLES
VSS Vintorez: the VSS Vintorez was purposely designed for silent operations use by the Spetznaz. It is integrally silenced (can't be removed) and
has a large thick barrel housing the silencing mechanism. Capable of full-auto it is  better used on single-shot becaues of the small  magazine
capacity. Chambered for the 9 x 39mm round which was designed for the whole project; this round is easily made from regular 7.62 x 39mm cases
and does not require a major refit to a munitions production line for high-volume manufacture.

VSS Vintorez

Druganov SVD: a precision Russian weapon that was designed from the ground up to be a minute-of-angle accurate battlefield sniper weapon. It is
semi-automatic, single shot, magazine fed weapon that can be bought chambered for either 7.62*54mm rimmed ammunition (cost of 40cr/50rds)
or .300 Winchester magnum (cost of 40cr/50rds).

XM-107 Windrunner: is a bolt-action .50 calibre rifle; hence the firing rate of one-shot per two seconds. It is rock-solid and very accurate. The
design was intended to provide a sniper rifle that could be used to not only assassinate but to cripple hardware like gun-emplacements and vehicles.
The Windrunner can affect heavy armour normally.

Polyoss W-378:  Polyoss researched the powder weapon market  for high-powered sniper  rifles and found what they  believed to be a sales
opportunity  for  this  weapon.  The  W-378 is  an  unimaginatively  named  blowback  semi-automatic  rifle  of  similar  design  to  the  WA-2000.  It  is
chambered for the .378 Weatherby Magnum round that was used back on Earth for hunting polar bears and elk. Now people are turning the power
of this round to sniping applications that require a flat shooting rifle with a range of over a kilometre. Comes fitted with scope mounts.

Polyoss W-460:  The surprise success of the W-378 has seen the re-design of  that  rifle  to  chamber and fire the even more powerful  .460
Weatherby Magnum. Packing over 8000 foot-pounds of muzzle energy this weapon can affect heavy armour normally. The rifle comes fitted with
scope mounts and an adjustable stock.

Gepard M6 Destroyer: is chambered for the 14.5*114mm heavy machinegun round. Its accuracy is very good and damage is so high as to affect
heavy armour normally. The Destroyer has a nasty kick when fired that is only manageable due to the hydraulic-recoil suppression system. The rifle
is 1.6 metres long. A bipod and a 200/400-power scope (can switch between either 200-power or 400-power) are standard fittings for newly
purchased rifles. Empty magazines are 40cr each. The Gepard can fire all the various 14.5*114mm munition types.

SHOTGUNS
Ithaca Mag-10 2AS:  In 2017 Ithaca fielded this blowback operated 10-gauge 3½-inch magnum assault shotgun. It has since been redeveloped
into a viable urban combat weapon that is capable of firing the newly released 10-gauge flechette rounds (cost 25cr/50rds, damage –2, threshold –
2, AI damage 2 points) as well as slugs and shot. This beast blows large holes in cars, body armour and Pythons. The slugs reduce AI by 4 points! A
favourite on tech level 2-3 worlds.

Gateway 3-10 Auto:  Ten gauge, three barrelled, auto-shotgun that fires three rounds per barrel per second. The side-mounted 50-round drum
magazine gives just over 5 seconds on full auto. Comes with free nylon sling for firing from the hip.

USAS-12: originally manufactured by Daewoo of Korea it is now built by HAS using composite materials to keep the weight down. The USAS-12 is a
dedicated assault shotgun chambered for 12gauge. The standard configuration uses 12-shot magazines but 25 round drums are available (30cr
empty, +1 encumbrance). The USAS-12 has an operating mechanism like the M-16 but scaled up to handle the more powerful load of the 12gauge
shell.



MACHINE GUNS
KPV: The KPV is a Soviet Bloc weapon that is more a machine-cannon than a machinegun. It fires the 14.5*114mm heavy machinegun round that is
quite capable of penetrating the armour of IFV’s and APC’s. The 14.5*114mm round is a 64gram projectile fired at 1000m/s. The KPV is being
manufactured again to fill a niche between chainguns and heavy machineguns. Its long-range capabilities are excellent. The unit is, however, very
heavy. Typically the KPV uses 50round belts that have an encumbrance of 13 and cost 200cr. Belts can be made longer but as required. Alternative
munitions are incendiary (1400cr for 50 rounds) and HVAP (-3 THR, 600cr for 50 rounds).

BRG-15: Originally manufactured by Fabrique National of Belgium. The BRG-15 was intended to replace the aging Browning 50 calibre, or M2, and
address all of the Browning’s design failings. The BRG-15 was designed around a new cartridge, the 15*115mm, that is more powerful than the
KPV’s 14.5*114mm round. A twin-belt-feed mechanism allows an emplaced, or mounted, BRG-15 to have two ammo types that are easily switched
between as required. Field-testing suggested API and HEAP ammo were the best combinations for engaging armoured vehicles or personnel. Belts
are usually 50rounds in length but can be easily connected for greater firing-time before reloads. 50 round belts have an encumbrance of 13.
Ammunition types  available:  standard (AP) 220cr/50rds,  API (incendiary) 1500cr/50rds,  API-T (incendiary  with tracer,  +5 to walking-in-fire
bonuses) 1600cr/50rds, HEAP (-2 THR, +3 damage) 2200cr/50rds, HEAP-T (tracer, +5 to walking-in-fire bonuses) 2300cr/50rds. Note: 5-32
damage is 3d10+2.

Giat 25mm: Developed at the turn of the millennium on Earth. The Giat 25mm support weapon was the first of an ultra lightweight heavy-calibre
automatic weapon that could fire chaingun munitions but still be man portable. Usually served by a two-man crew and mounted on a tripod. Large
races, like Pythons, can use this machine gun from the hip with usual penalties on automatic fire. The ammunition comes in standard armour
piercing [cost: 200cr/50rds], high explosive (7-32 damage) [350cr/50rds], dual purpose (-3 THR, 5-30) [300cr/50rds] and weighs as much as
20mm chaingun ammo [50rds/12enc]. List price includes tripod or an ammo pack at customer’s choice. (Ammo pack holds 150 rounds, THR 7,
AI 30, +58 encumbrance when loaded)

GAU-19: Three barrelled electric powered machinegun originally developed at the turn of the millennium by General Dynamics. Fires the venerable
M2 ball 50 calibre Browning round to great effect. Not as fast firing, robust or expensive as the Ripsaw but still a great purchase additionally so
because all ammo feed is compatible between weapons. So if you upgrade to a Ripsaw you can retain your GAU-19 ammo-packs. Ammo is loaded
into a special 500 round backpack that has a threshold of 7 and an AI of 30; encumbrance is 110 when loaded. Replacement ammunition packs
will cost 200cr each (without ammo). The GAU-19 can still use standard 50 calibre belts.

XM-172 Ripsaw:  electrically powered six-barrelled machinegun would normally be classed as a chaingun if it fired a larger round. The XM-172 is
a machinegun that spews 40 half-inch rounds per second. It can annihilate APC’s and other light armoured tech level 2-4 vehicles in one fire
segment. The name Ripsaw comes from the fearsome noise it makes when fired. Ammo is loaded into a special 500 round bin/backpack that has a
threshold of 7 and an AI of 30. Replacement packs will set you back 200cr each (without ammo), otherwise use standard 50 round .50-calibre
belts (+10enc). The loaded bin/backpack adds 110 encumbrance points.

CHAIN GUNS
Viper 25mm: the viper is a fast cycling 25mm chaingun that utilises the same ammunition as the Giat 25mm machinegun. Its backpack, for the
500rounds of ammo, has a threshold of 8, AI 50, and an encumbrance of 150 when loaded. This weapon can fire all the various 25mm munitions:
standard armour piercing [cost: 200cr/50rds], high explosive (7-32 damage) [350cr/50rds], dual purpose (-3 THR, 5-30) [300cr/50rds] and
weighs as much as 20mm chaingun ammo [50rds/12enc].

Chain-Rex 30mm Nitro: the 30mm nitro round is fired at a higher cyclic rate than the BC-Blister but the mechanism is not as reliable. The Chain-
Rex is probably the most potent of all chainguns and the most accurate 30mm nitro weapon. Bringing this weapon to bear is slow (+2 Initiative).
The gun’s  encumbrance,  on its  own, is  160. Use the same backpacks  as  the  BC-Blister:  threshold  of  10, AI  of  50, encumbrance  140.  Total
encumbrance, gun and loaded backpack, is 300. This means you need a python race with strength of 91 or greater to carry it severely encumbered
(initiative +4, movement –66%), or strength of 131 to carry it with medium encumbrance penalties (initiative +2, movement –33%).



BEAM WEAPONS

LASER PISTOLS
NB-05:  Tiny concealable laser pistol with fair power per beam. Power signature dampening sleeve for the energy magazine housing makes scanner
attempts to detect this weapon -20. Fires in the infrared spectrum and is an excellent backup weapon.

Gatzmeyer BB-93:  The first entry by Gatzmeyer into the laser market was such a well-engineered weapon that it served a powerful shock to the
big names in the industry. Although the damage yield of each shot is not high, it is the fastest cycling laser pistol to date. After selling over two
hundred thousand of these pistols in Draco alone, Gatzmeyer has temporarily reduced production of this weapon while a new factory, devoted
entirely to the BB-93, is being finished. 

GP-59:  First of the GP series pistols released by General Photonics; all of which are designed to deal with the heavier body armours. Watch out for
the damage yield. All GP pistols are made of a crisp black composite material that reflects little light. Fires its beams in the infrared spectrum.

Polyoss VT:  The Polyoss VT fires a wide UV blast through a broad flat muzzle that resembles a vacuum cleaner attachment. Each blast reduces
armour integrity by 3 points. The VT has good damage yield for the price but the low SS makes it a bit fragile. Not the best choice for high intensity
combat situations.

GP-86:  The GP-86 is renowned for shearing holes in all manner of objects and critters. Fires its beams in the infrared spectrum. Comes with a
carrying case and maintenance kit.

GP-94:  It was with the release of this pistol that General Photonics announced their intention to bottle up the laser pistol market in Draco. The 94
compromises damage for range; and it gets a lot of range. This slick black beauty is not currently manufactured in models suitable for use by
Phentari, Eridani or Chatilians.

GP-13:  General Photonics produced this, the pistol of un-luck; if you are the target. Fires UV beams out to an excellent 900 metres. A 500 shot
energy pack (encumbrance +10) is available for 20,000cr.

LASER RIFLES
Iconoclast: Magazine fed laser shotgun of the highest order. 3-12 visible spectrum beams strike its targets when the roll indicates a hit. 

Kachiman 5000:  Machine laser rifle designed to take some of the market share of the Falcon XR-7. The Kachiman 5000 accepts Gamma-4 energy
packs with the use of an adaptor socket which costs 50cr.

Mirage Rapier:  Accurate long range laser rifle with high rate of fire. It is popular among heavy infantry and commando teams for its  quick
‘takedown’ factor. Only drawbacks are weight and cost. Beams are in the UV spectrum and can be heard as a sharp hiss within 5m. 

Tandem PR-150:  Rapid fire, high capacity machine laser rifle which fires in the IR spectrum of the EM field and has a slight problem with
moisture (if it gets immersed make a SS at -10 or it will short out harmlessly). You pay for what you get.

Mirage Broadsword:  An improvement on the already excellent Rapier, the Broadsword may not fire as fast but it hits a hell of a lot harder.
Maximum range is an impressive 1600 metres.

Polyoss 9-X:  Polyoss was a newcomer to the arms market when they fielded their first weapon the 9-X laser rifle. Now that is history and this (the
rifle) is still in demand and production. The 9-X is a popular weapon that is considered at least as good as most Balshrom products. It fires in the
UV field of the EM spectrum and is an excellent urban weapon for infantry. The 9-X is a magazine-fed composite construction weapon.

Mirage Lance:  Carbon fibre and ceramic composite construction make this stubby but powerful weapon manageable in tight situations. It fires in
the UV spectrum and comes fitted with a 400-power multi optics sight with built in UV and IR filters. Price also includes a built in M-L50 grenade
launcher and carry case. Great value for money and listed in Madd Mike’s 50 best weapons of 2278.



IMPACT LASERS
Kachiman RMZ:  Expensive, accurate, light and effective but occasionally explodes when dropped (If fails an SS by more than 95 explodes x6 base
damage). Weapon threshold of 14.

Mirage XR-17 Stoat:  Speed is the hallmark of the stoat on Earth and here in Draco it is no different with the rifle. Awesome rate of fire allows the
suppression of multiple targets by an individual. Mid range accuracy combined with large magazine capacity give the Stoat desirability in heavy fire
situations. It is constructed from plastic ceramic composites keeping the weight down. Mercenary reviews rate the Stoat as an upcoming winner.

Kachiman RMZ-88:  Now this is a good rifle. High rate of fire, magazine fed, weapon threshold of 18 and it does decent damage. I’d buy one.

Mirage XR-11 Badger:  Powerful impact laser rifle reduces armour integrity by 4 points instead of the usual 3. It delivers its UV beams out to
3600 metres and is a favourite of assault teams and snipers everywhere. As usual Mirage have produced another fine laser weapon. Some heavy
combat users have reported the badger as fragile but Mirage respond by saying that heavy combat users could break a rifle even if was built like a
crowbar. Weapon threshold of 14.

Tandem B.I.G. :  A big pistol with a big punch. The Tandem Blast Impact Generator utilises a unique phase induction unit to bolster its impact
laser to a level not seen in most rifles. Balshrom are furious. Big gun in a small package; buy one today!

Tandem B.I.G.

MACHINE GUN LASERS
Mirage NCX:  Rotary UV laser that is accurate to 2600 metres. It is an effective purchase even if it is somewhat heavy. 2-8 minutes setup time.
Comes with tripod, UV scope and shockproof carry case (threshold of 15).

GP-89C:  The rate of fire has compromised General Photonics beam focusing to a level that has provided a near constant strength beam out to over
1700 metres. It will get the job done quickly as it takes only 1-4 minutes to setup. Decent price too.



PULSE WEAPONS

STATIC PISTOLS
Ramcor Blitzer:  Rapid fire pulse pistol that is an overall bargain. The Blitzer is a useful urban combat weapon and is a common paramilitary
sidearm. Unfortunately if it malfunctions it will blow (x5 base damage) on a roll of 92 or higher.

F-21 Nighthawk:  The Nighthawk packs a huge wallop for the price, furthermore it is the smallest static pistol currently available. Unfortunately
Pythons and Cizeracks are at a -15 penalty to use it.

Trigon Pistol:  Pistol counterpart to the Trigon SMG. A must buy for all espionage types. Imagine pulling out a pistol that blows six-inch holes in
armour and Pythons. Buy a suppressor.

STANDARD PULSE CANNONS
Corsair Plasma Assault Rifle:  One of the fastest cycling pulse cannon available. Last a whole fire segment against this beast and it mustn’t be
hitting you. The Gromeks of the Cold Lands designed a similar weapon for their special forces. Corsair Weapons Consortium is currently under
investigation by Galactic Police for breaching the non-weapon trade legislation with the reptilian warrior race. Useful against mechanised battle
armour and tech level 3 tanks.

A Corsair Plasma Assault Rifle; also called a CPAR.

Kachiman NTR:  The Kachiman NTR is a very special weapon. It is an accurised and lightened M-80 equivalent that fires extra long plasma pulses,
which burn more metal than most other guns. Integrity reduction is a massive 10 points. The NTR is a good alternative to the M-80 Defender for the
heavy combat trooper.

Aardvark Carbine:  Why Gateway calls this rifle the Aardvark is anyone’s guess. Take an M-80 Defender and cross it with a Trigon SMG to end up
with something like the Aardvark. It is a heavy combat weapon useful on all mechanised armour (save for the Dreadnought).

PL-64:  Where Baz Armaments get the technology to produce weapons of this power is a major headache to Balshrom, Teledyne and all the other
top line weapon producers. The PL-64 is the size of a large rifle. Superior induction technology produces bolts of such intensity that they reduce
armour integrity by 10 points.  Anti-matter/Matter  energy converter  magazine provides 100 shots. An A/M energy  pack is available (500 shots,
enc:15) for 250,000cr.

Trigon SMG:  A stubby powerful… it’s just a beast!!! Fairly lightweight due to ceramic-alloy construction, the Trigon SMG, or Superior Murder
Gun, is arguably the wickedest of all pulse cannons. Critics say it’s fragile, their critics say if you pay 8 million credits for a weapon then you should
look after it. It is, of course, severely restricted in its sales as most planets only allow class 2 or higher bounty hunters and Special Forces arms
procurers to purchase these. Energy packs are available that hold 500 shots (enc: +14) for 500,000cr.

PL-49:  Using advanced PL-64 technology to produce potent bolts that deliver more damage than nearly all omega weapons; the PL-49 reduces
armour integrity by 12 points due to the residual energy involved. This effect is visible as a glowing rim around the armour damage that continues to
consume the metal. Thought activated firing for -1 initiative. It is compatible with the PL-64 energy pack but only gets 125 shots out of it. So far only
1500 units have been sold.



OMEGA CANNONS
Skullbuster: This weapon, manufactured by Tandem, is nothing special, but there is nothing bad about it either. Impulse thought fired for -3
Initiative and EMP shielded at +15 to SMR. The name is a rather optimistic tag that Tandem have an occasional taste for.

Trigon Namari:  The Namari is a beast native to the ice caves of Eridine. It wanders the lower depths crushing the perma-crust with its eight
hammer tipped tentacles into chunks of steel hard ice that can fit into its maw. The Namari Flux cannon is aptly named. Although somewhat fragile,
this magazine fed cannon can unleash nearly 200 damage points per second. 

DeathCom 45 HI:  This gun is an amazing feat of technology, although it is sold without warranty or liability by small secretive group who go by
the corny name of DeathCom, it is an omega cannon the size of a 45 auto pistol! Anyone who tampers with the pistol in any way will has a 99%
chance per second of tampering, of triggering an energy magazine overload, which will cause a 15 second warning beeper to sound. After which a
x7 base damage explosion will probably wipe out the person and their team. This thud gun is not manufactured in a useable model for any race
without five fingered hands. Pythons, Cizeracks, Phentari, etc. are -40 to use it and all others are -15. The pistol is EMP shielded (which also covers
scanners and X-ray devices) at -50.

TAVAC:  Stands for Take-down Anti Vehicle Assault Cannon. This large thud gun kicks butt. It comes with a special carry case to hold the three
components  in  a  moisture  and  temperature  regulated,  shock  resistant  environment.  When  taken  down  into  the  stock,  barrel  and  receiver
components of the gun and placed in the case the encumbrance is only 10. This monster is magazine fed and sports a thought activated firing
system for -2 initiative. Look at the stats then look at the price. Spare uncharged magazines cost 5,000cr.

Trigon Assault:  Brought to you by your friendly Trigon weapons design team, whose credo is “Trigon equals triple overkill!” First built in 2238
and after a year of testing failures that resulted in the deaths of twelve mercenaries, this gun was nicknamed The Reaper by the test crews. Trigon
however finally got it right and now it is a custom order piece that is biometrically keyed to the owner. This leviathan uses three inertial grav units to
take down the immense weight and make the recoil manageable. The body holster is barely adequate, so to compensate they built in some extra
features; 400% more firepower than the Devastator,  smart goggle targeting overlay unit (-1 initiative), thought activated firing without surgery
(additional -2 initiative), combat computer system comprising: ECCM -20, radar priority targeting to 2000m (additional -2 initiative), com-link
25km; all of which is EMP shielded at -25. Total of -5 initiative. So far only 230 orders have been filled.

FLAMETHROWERS
BA-903 Flame Rifle:  The Baz Armaments 903 flame rifle is built in the fashion of a standard assault rifle except for the large fuel magazine which
doubles as the forward hand guard and grip. The 903 uses special fuel that is conducive to high damage yield and moderate range. The quality of
this weapon’s design is so high that it can empty its fuel magazine without overheating. Fuel magazines are of a disposable design and new ones cost
100cr.



ROCKET LAUNCHERS
M-202 A1:  Four shot 66mm rocket launcher with reflex sight and rack feed. The rack operates like a large clip and greatly speeds reloading.
Poly-alloy construction has improved this late 20th century design enough to make it a weapon worth fielding on those annoying tech level 3-5
worlds. The launcher is capable of firing one, two or four rockets simultaneously and can use three different warheads.  HE: 3-18/5-30 (cost
2000/rack), HEAT: 2-8/6-36 and -20 Threshold (cost 5000/rack), WP: 4-24/3-18 12 fragments (cost 4000/rack).

Panzerfaust-3: this is a launch system for use with multiple rocket types. It is a robust unit designed to fire the various loads in urban terrain. All
the compatible munitions use kicker charges,  are recoilless, and safe to fire in enclosed spaces.  This unit is  light  and made from poly-alloy-
ceramic-composites. Reloading the weapon takes 15 seconds. Munitions have an encumbrance of 8 each: HE: 3-18/8-48 (cost 700cr ea.), HEAT: 2-
12/15-90, concussion range is halved, and –20 Threshold (cost 2000cr ea.), HEDP: 3-18/10-60 and –10 threshold (cost 1100cr ea.), HESH: 3-
18/20-120 (cost 2000cr ea.).

Gatzmeyer RPG-70mm:  A huge magazine fed RPG launcher. Good portable heavy weaponry for infantry due to its variety of loads. When taken
down into receiver, stock and firing tube and placed in its cost included case, the encumbrance drops by 10 to 16. Ammo types and costs: HEI: 2-
12/6-36 (incendiary effect 6-36 flamethrower damage to all locations for up to 10 seconds) cost 4000cr per rocket, HEAT: 2-8HP cost 20,000cr
each, Fragmentation 3-18/2-12 (10 fragments) cost 1500cr each, Concussion: 1-6/10-60 (double concussion ranges) cost 8000cr each, Sabot: 10-
60/0 (-35 Threshold single target only) cost 25,000cr each. Empty magazines retail for 150cr.

ANTI-TANK
Paglafire “Fire Ram”:  A monstrously powerful shoulder fired pulse cannon. The encumbrance does not include the semi-portable power pack
that weighs 150 on its own. The Fire Ram launches a super accelerated plasma pulse to defeat enemy armour. The energy cord to the power pack is
10 metres long so one isn’t nailed to that location. Recharging the power pack costs 100cr per shot.

MGR-66:  A man portable 66mm revolving feed automatic rocket launcher. Made from ceramisteel, carbon fibre and polymer composites to keep
down the weight of this otherwise unwieldy weapon. Its nine shot cylinder can be fed and fired in three seconds. It takes 3 seconds to load each new
rocket. Vertical and centrifugal exhaust vents all but eliminate dangerous back blast. Rockets cost 10,000cr each. Other loads currently available
are WP: 6-36/3-18 2000cr each and NC [Napalm Canister]: 4-24 for 5 seconds, 2-12 for 3 seconds with same effects as a flamethrower except
apply damage to all armour locations.

ATR-40:  No other anti-tank weapon looks like it or performs like it. A rifle configuration type weapon that is 210cm long and fires a shell the
equivalent of a 40mm HEAT cannon round. The ATR-40 is in such high demand that very few people have seen them stocked by arms dealers.
Aiming the ATR-40 takes as much time as a gauss rifle (3sec/100m, max of 60sec). The rifle comes with 800 power scope that has in-built starlight,
IR and UV filters. Also comes with disposable silencer (10shots), cleaning kit and tripod. The only draw back is the six shot magazine. Shells cost
15,000cr  each and targets have their threshold reduced by 2HP when figuring damage. New ammo loads are on the way.  New silencers cost
10,000cr.

DISRUPTORS
Illumni: is designed to be a heavy disruptor pistol. It is longer range and damage yield than most other disruptors and is seeing greater sales than
the Majestic. Energy is fed via magazine.

Magnavox: was an attempt to create a long-range disruptor that turned out well enough to sell. It is only marginally better than the Illumni. The
Magnavox uses an oversized magazine for its energy containment.

Peristalt: the Peristalt is another long-range disruptor attempt. It is not too bad and worth purchasing apart from the slower recycle time. This
weapon uses a magazine.

Khinsu: this  disruptor is the most successful  of the new faster cycling disruptors. Good range,  accuracy  and overall  reliability  make it  worth
purchasing, however a Duster disintegrator is not much more expensive (+25% extra). The Khinsu has an oversized energy magazine instead of a
backpack. A backpack is available (120 shots, +17 encumbrance, cost: 55,000cr).



DISINTEGRATORS
SNG Punch Gun:  Well  priced  effective  disintegrator  that  features  the  new Inkerman recycling  chamber  which  allows quicker  disintegrator
discharge than any previous design. The Punch Gun packs decent damage into a fair price but it has its flip-side. If the gun fails an EMP save by 20%
or more it will blow with the same effects as an omegaton grenade.

Body Hammer:  By Kachiman. Features the new Inkerman recycling chamber that allows fast firing at 1 shot per second. Although it only fires out
to 40 metres the blast can vaporize most targets with a damage yield of 40 to 400 points versus organic material or 20 to 200 versus metallic
objects. The added bonus is its size; not much larger than a shotgun. All this adds up to make the Body Hammer a primo weapon. Get one. If the
gun fails an EMP save by 20% or more it will blow with the same effects as an omegaton grenade.

GAUSS RIFLES
Terrapin: combat assault gauss rifle.  The Terrapin is heavily armoured to ensure its  survival on the battlefield (threshold:  20). The terrapin
reduces threshold by one point and has a folding bipod as standard.

PMX-22 Storm Rifle: The PMX-22 was one of the first gauss rifles configured to be used as assault type weapon. Auto-fire and decent magazine
capacity makes it a rapidly increasing sales item. Threshold reduction is only one point. The PMX-22 has a stock that can fold and give the weapon
an encumbrance of only 8 points. Firing with the stock folded is at –25% accuracy.

Gulo: this weapon has the highest rate of fire of any gauss rifle and a magazine to match its gluttonous appetite. Its design trades range for velocity
and rate of fire. The Gulo reduces threshold by three points. Comes standard with a bipod and a spare magazine.

Rhinor: high damage yield weapon that reduces threshold by seven points. The Rhinor uses double sized payloads, just like the Horizon, that cost
four times the price and inflicts double damage. 

SNG Bolthammer:  A stubby but powerful GAUSS gun fielded by SNG and intended for use as a shotgun. It can only load specially designed SNG
ammo types. It is thought fired for an initiative modifier of -3. 15mm AP ammo does 6-48 (IR=3) and costs 2000cr/50rds. 15mm FL [flechette]
does 4-32 (IR=7 per location!) but armour threshold is doubled and a second adjacent location is struck and costs 2500cr/50rds. 15mm 00-Shot
delivers 3-21 (IR=4) but threshold is +2, cost is 1800cr/50rds. 15mm HDP [High Density Penetrator] reduces threshold by 4, does 4-40 damage
(IR=3) and will set you back 3000cr/50rds.

SNG Spikedriver:  A powerful GAUSS rifle that can fire the standard range of loads out to an impressive 2000m at a threshold reduction of 3. It
fires the same ammo types as the Bolthammer (see above) but in its own native calibre (10.5mm). Spikedriver munitions are not compatible with
the SNG Bolthammer.

Steel Lace: the Steel Lace was fielded by the same company that produced the HI 45 Omega pistol: Deathcom. This weapon is a very powerful gauss
rifle designed for anti-materiel work and to-the-horizon precision fire. Threshold reduction is eight points.

Fer-de-lance: ultra-long range, second only to the Horizon. The Fer-de-lance has a folding bipod, 400-power scope with camouflage-detector, IR
and UV filters. The main price component is the scope and the double-tap capability. Threshold reduction is 16 points.

GAUSS RIFLE MUNTIONS (Additional)
Gauss rifles are possibly the most versatile of weapon systems in the 23rd Century. Additional munitions are constantly being developed and the
following are now available through most reputable arms dealers.

Flechette-darts: flechette-darts  are true flechettes.  They are not like  the nylon-line  wound complicating  munitions.  The flechette-darts  are a
collection of high-tensile steel darts that sustain velocity longer than buckshot and increase penetration capabilities. The flechette-darts increase
integrity damage in armour because of the number of perforations. Damage: 3-18. Threshold reduction: -1 point. AI damage: 3.

SLAP: Standard Light Armour Piercing rounds are a cheaper alternative to the AP rounds normally available. They do not increase the threshold
reduction of a gauss rifle. Damage: 2-12.

HEAP: High Explosive Armour Piercing rounds are one of the better buys available. Damage: 3-18. Threshold reduction: -2 point. AI damage: 3.


